[Effectiveness of differential diagnosis of benign and malignant ulcers at endoscopy].
Assessment of efficacy of differential diagnosis between benign and malignant lesions in gastric mucosa by means of endoscopy. Morphological verdicts upon investigation of operative specimens were compared to findings at preoperative duodenofibrogastroscopy with spot biopsy in 326 patients operated for gastric ulcer. The number of discrepancies between the endoscopic and morphological diagnoses enabled estimation of endoscopy + biopsy efficiency in identification of the ulcer malignancy. The number of diagnostic errors made on malignant or benign nature of ulcer at endoscopic and biopsy investigations is rather big, i.e. at least 12% for both false negative and false positive hypophyses. The overall diagnostic efficacy of endoscopy in detection of the disease lies within 65-80%. Reliability of endoscopic identification including biopsy of malignant nature of gastric ulcers is not very high. Real sensitivity of this method in detection of ulcers undergoing malignant transformation reaches 76-78%.